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Abstract
The market for central bank reserves is mainly over-the-counter and exhibits a
core-periphery network structure. This paper develops a model of relationship
lending in the unsecured interbank market. In equilibrium, a tiered lending
network arises endogenously as banks choose to build relationships in order to
insure against liquidity shocks and to economize on the cost to trade in the
interbank market. Relationships matter for banks’ bidding strategies at the
central bank auction, and introduce a relationship premium that can signifi-
cantly distort the observed overnight rate. For example, it can explain some
anomalies in the level of interest rates – namely, the fact that banks sometimes
trade above (resp. below) the central bank’s lending (resp. deposit) rate. The
model also helps understand how monetary policy affects the network struc-
ture of the interbank market and its functioning, and how the market reponds
dynamically to an exit from the floor system. We also use the model to discuss
the potential effects of bilateral exposure limit on relationship lending.
Keywords: interbank market, relationships, networks, monetary policy, corri-
dor system.
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1 Introduction
Major central banks implement monetary policy by targeting the overnight rate in
the unsecured segment of the interbank market for reserves – the very short-term rate
on the yield curve. The textbook principles of monetary policy implementation are
intuitive: Each bank holds a reserve account at the central bank. Over the course of
a normal business day, this account is subject to shocks due to the banks’ payment
inflows or outflows. Banks seek to manage their account balance to satisfy some
forms of reserve requirements.1 The central bank manages the supply of reserves by
conducting auctions or open market operations. By changing the supply of reserves,
it influences the interest rate at which banks borrow or lend reserves in the interbank
market, and, as a consequence, the marginal cost of making loans to businesses and
individuals.2 In recent years, many major central banks have refined this system by
offering two facilities: In addition to auctioning reserves, the central bank stands
ready to lend reserves at a penalty rate – the lending rate – if banks end up short
of reserves. Symmetrically, banks can earn an interest rate – the deposit rate – if
they end up holding reserves in excess of the requirement. As a consequence the
interbank rate should stay within the bands of the corridor defined by the lending
and the deposit rates. This is known as the “corridor system” for monetary policy
implementation.
The reality is more complex than this basic narrative. On many occasions, central
banks overestimated the demand for liquidity needed for banks to satisfy their reserve
requirements (see for example European Central Bank, 2002). Bowman, Gagnon,
and Leahy (2010) and others report that in many jurisdictions with large excess
reserves, banks have been trading below the deposit rate (supposedly the floor of
1The minimum reserve requirement can be either positive (e.g., in the United States) or zero
(e.g., in Canada).
2For example, in normal circumstances, the European Central Bank conducts weekly auctions,
while the Fed conducts repos with its primary dealers. Tha Bank of Canada conducts open market
opeations and also auctions settlement balances.
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the corridor).3 It is also well known that banks sometimes trade above the lending
rate (supposedly the ceiling of the corridor). This challenges the basic intuition that
simple arbitrage would maintain the rates within the bands of the corridor. At a
time when central banks are thinking of exiting quantitative easing policies, we may
wonder whether these observations are symptomatic of a dysfunctional interbank
market that will hamper exit, or if they are “natural” phenomena with little relevance
for the conduct of monetary policy during the exit stage.
Contrary to folk belief, the interbank market is very far from being the epitome
of the Walrasian market. For example, Figure 1 illustrates that a large share of the
transactions in the European (unsecured) interbank market is made over-the-counter
(OTC). Also, many banks maintain long-term relationships and they trade with just
a few banks, sometimes only one, or they directly access the central bank facilities
without even trading with another bank. We review the evidence below, but these
facts are now well accepted.
In this paper, we analyze the effects of long-term trading relationships and mon-
3Bowman, Gagnon and Leahy (2010) review the experience of eight major central banks and
report that the deposit rates on reserve do not always provide a lower bound for short-term market
rates. In particular, the (weighted) average of overnight market rates for reserve balances sometimes
stayed below the deposit rate during the recent financial crisis, when reserve balances were abundant
and the central bank moved its overnight target towards the deposit rate on reserves. In some
countries, a potential explanation for this puzzling observation is that some participants in the
money market cannot earn interest on their deposits at the central bank (e.g., GSEs in the United
States). In some other cases, there is no clear institutional feature that can explain why the average
overnight rate stayed below the floor. For example, according to the above study, in Japan, “[t]he
uncollateralized overnight call rate is similar to the federal funds rate, in that it is a daily weighted
average of transactions in the uncollateralized overnight market. Participants in the market include
domestic city, regional, and trust banks, foreign banks, securities companies, and other firms dealing
in Japanese money markets. All of the economically important participants active in the call market
are also eligible to participate in the deposit facility...the overnight call rate has occasionally fallen
below the Bank of Japan’s deposit rate in the period since November 2008, but never by more than
2 basis points.” Similarly, in Canada, there is anecdotal evidence that some banks occasionally lent
and borrowed at rates below the floor during the crisis period, even though they had direct access
to central bank deposit facilities. Concerning the explanation for these negative spreads in Canada,
some practitioners argued that banks lent below the floor due to concerns about their reputation
and relationship with other banks in the market (see Lascelles, 2009).
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Figure 1: Trading structure of unsecured transactions in the European interbank
market (Source: ECB, 2013)
etary policy on bidding behavior, interbank trading volume and rates, the network
structure of the interbank market and its functioning. We show that modeling rela-
tionships matters for both individual and aggregate demand for liquidity. Relation-
ships can explain why banks trade below the deposit rate or above the lending rate.
Our analysis also sheds light on the effect of monetary policy on the network struc-
ture. In particular, we show that the current accommodative monetary policy stance
lowers the value of building and maintaining relationships, so that in steady state,
no or few relationships exist. Interestingly, this is what some central bankers have
been pointing out, and it arises endogenously from our model.4 Moreover, relation-
4Bech et al. (2014) find significant changes in lending patterns following the implementation of
the interest on excess reserves policy by the Federal Reserve on October 9, 2008. Also, Klee and
Stebunovsy (2013) report a large decline in fed funds volume in the second quarter of 2012, while
Beltran, Bolotnyy, and Klee (2015) find that “many of the smaller lenders reduced their lending to
the larger institutions in the core of the network (...) the federal funds network began to contract
rapidly and change dramatically in structure after the Lehman bankruptcy in the fall of 2008.
The number of participating banks and transactions plummeted, as did overall dollar volume.”
Furthermore they show that “there was a sharp contraction in the number of links in the network
during the last quarter of 2008 (...) Also, there was a sizable increase in the average dollar volume
transacted per link, which (...) is largely driven by the exit of many of the smaller banks from the
4
ships also matter for the effects of future policy changes. For example, we show how
the interbank network responds dynamically to an exit from the floor system. We
also discuss the potential effects on relationship lending of the regulation on bilateral
exposure which will come into force in 2019.
We model the corridor system for monetary policy implementation under zero
reserve requirements.5 At the beginning of each day, banks can bid for central bank
reserves at the policy rate set by the central bank. This is akin to a tender with
full allotment, like the one the European Central Bank has been operating since
2008. Once they obtain reserves at the tender, banks face a shock to their reserves
holdings. To meet their reserve requirement, banks in a deficit position can borrow
at the central bank’s lending facility at iℓ, and those in a surplus position can deposit
their reserves at the deposit facility to earn id. A positive spread between iℓ and id
gives banks incentives to trade reserves directly with each other. These trades can
be conducted either in the core interbank market where banks can trade with many
different counterparties, or at the periphery of the core market by banks with pre-
established relationships. Some banks (that we call S for “small”) have to pay a
cost to access the core market, while others (that we call L for “large”) can access
it freely.6 In addition, banks can trade reserves with their long-term partners in
the relationship-lending market. Within a relationship, the L bank can provide
intermediation service to S by accessing the core market on its behalf; the S bank
saves on the access cost, and the large bank extracts some rents from providing this
service. Furthermore, a relationship allows long-term partners to trade repeatedly
market.”
5Setting the minimum reserve requirement at zero is just a normalization. Our finding does not
rely on this assumption.
6For example, small banks usually do not have a liquidity manager and so their opportunity
cost of accessing the core market is high. Hence, small banks will only enter the core market if
their gains from trade are sufficiently large. Also, “small” and “large” are merely labels for banks
with high and low participation costs. We will show that, in equilibrium, low-cost banks will trade
larger volume than high-cost banks in the interbank market, hence justifying the labels “large” and
“small.”
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over time without the need to search for a new counterparty everyday. However,
relationships can end for exogenous or endogenous reasons. In that case, banks can
search for another long-term partner to build a new relationship.
Within this framework, the corridor can be “soft,” i.e., equilibrium interbank
rates can be below id or above iℓ, when trading frictions are present, even though
small banks can access the deposit/lending facilities at no cost. In other words, it
seems that arbitrage opportunities exist. The intuition is clear: small banks value
long-term relationships, as they provide liquidity insurance and save them the cost
of accessing the core market. As a result, they are willing to temporarily lower their
surplus from trading a loan as long as the long-term gains from keeping a relationship
outweigh the short-term loss. This gives rise to what we call a relationship premium.7
Specifically we show that S banks with surplus reserves agree to lend at a rate below
id, when this helps them keep their relationship. Symmetrically, S banks that need
reserves may end up paying a rate above iℓ. Therefore, in equilibrium, some banks
trade below the floor or above the ceiling of the corridor. On the surface, there seems
to be unexploited arbitrage opportunities. There is none really: S banks are only
willing to trade at a rate outside the corridor for small loans with their long-term
partners, but not for large loans or with other counterparties.
Furthermore, our model implies that the soft floor depends on aggregate liquidity
conditions: It is more likely when there is a large aggregate liquidity surplus or deficit.
A lesson for policy-makers is that trades outside the corridor are consistent with a
well-functioning interbank market, even when all banks have access to the facilities.
Thus, the central bank has no need to worry too much about eliminating deviations
due to long-term relationships. However, one should be careful in interpreting the
interbank market rate as a reference for the overnight cost of liquidity, because it
7This implication is also consistent with the finding by Ashcraft and Duffie (2007) that “[t]he
rate negotiated is higher for lenders who are more active in the federal funds market relative to the
borrower. Likewise, if the borrower is more active in the market than the lender, the rate negotiated
is lower, other things equal.”
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may also incorporate a relationship premium, which at times can significantly distort
the observed overnight rate.
Our work is also one of the first to attempt to explain the network structure of the
interbank market and its endogenous response to a change in monetary policy. The
network structure that emerges endogenously resembles the core-periphery structure
we observe in the data, where most of the trading activities are due to a number of
banks that appear to intermediate the trades of others. We show that as monetary
policy becomes more accommodative, banks have little gains from their relationships:
Since reserves are cheap, they have enough reserves to satisfy their requirements
under most circumstances and the gains from building relationships and conducting
relationship trades become small. The tiered network structure will then slowly
vanish, as banks are hit by exogenous separation shocks. As the central bank gives
up its accommodative stance, we show that the path to the new steady state is not
necessarily monotonic: S banks may have a large incentive to search for a relationship
early on, and the high success rate explains why S banks can reduce their search
effort below its steady-state level.
Literature
Figure 2 shows the network of the federal funds market as shown by Bech and Atalay
(2010) for September 29, 2006. The market has a core-periphery network structure
(or tiered structure) where some banks in the periphery only trade with one bank,
while the latter might trade with many others.8 Bech and Atalay (2010) point out
that, in the US interbank market, “[t]here are two methods for buying and selling
8Sept. 29 2006 was the last day of the third quarter. Bech and Atalay report that a total of
479 banks were active in the market that day. The largest bank in terms of fed funds value traded
is located at the center of the graph. The 165 banks that did business with the center bank lie on
the first outer circle. The second outer circle consists of the 271 banks that did business with the
banks in the first circle, but that did no business with the center bank. The remaining dots are
the 42 banks that were more than two links away from the center. Two banks did business only
between themselves. Large-value links are in yellow and small-value links are in red.
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federal funds. Depository institutions can either trade directly with each other or
use the services of a broker. ... In the direct trading segment, transactions commonly
consist of sales by small-to-medium sized banks to larger banks and often take place
on a recurring basis. The rate is set in reference to the prevailing rate in the brokered
market. In the brokered segment, participation is mostly confined to larger banks
acting on their own or a customers behalf.”
Figure 2: Network structure of the fed funds market (Bech and Atalay, 2010)
Stigum and Crescenzi (2007, Ch. 12) also report anecdotal evidence of the tiered
structure of the fed funds market. In particular, they report that
“[i]n the fed funds market now, regional banks buy up funds from even
tiny banks, use what they need, and resell the remainder in round lots in
the New York market. Thus, the fed funds market resembles a river with
tributaries: money is collected in many places and then flows through
various channels into the New York market. In essence, the nation’s
smaller banks are the suppliers of fed funds, and the larger bankers are
the buyers.”
Also
8
“[t]o cultivate correspondents that will sell funds to them, large banks
stand ready to buy whatever sums these banks offer, whether they need all
these funds or not. If they get more funds than they need, they sell off the
surplus in the brokers market. Also, they will sell to their correspondents
if the correspondents need funds, but that occurs infrequently. As a
funding officer of a large bank noted, ‘We do feel the need to sell to
our correspondents, but we would not have cultivated them unless we
felt that they would be selling to us 99% of the time. On the occasional
Wednesday when they need $ 100,000 or $ 10 million, OK. Then we would
fill their need before we would fill our own.’”
Elsewhere, using Bundesbank data on bilateral interbank exposures among 1,800
banks, Brauning and Fecht (2012) and Craig and Von Peter (2014) find strong evi-
dence of tiering in the German banking system. Using UK data Vila et. al. (2010)
also report the existence of a core of highly connected banks alongside a periphery.
Of course, this has important consequences on rates. As Stigum and Crescenzi (2007)
note,
“A few big banks, however, still see a potential arbitrage, ‘trading profits,’
in selling off funds purchased from smaller banks and attempt to profit
from it to reduce their effective cost of funds. Also a few tend to bid
low to their correspondents. Said a trader typical of the latter attitude,
‘We have a good name in the market, so I often underbid the market by
1/16.”
Our paper is related to the literature on the interbank market and monetary policy
implementation, to the growing literature on financial networks, and to the literature
on OTC markets. The first literature on the interbank market includes Poole (1968),
Hamilton (1996), Berentsen and Monnet (2006), Berentsen, Marchesiani, and Waller
(2014), Bech and Klee (2011), Afonso and Lagos (2014), and Afonso, Kovner and
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Schoar (2012), among others. See also Bech and Keister (2012) for an interesting ap-
plication of the Poole (1968) model to reserve management with a liquidity coverage
ratio requirement. While Afonso, Kovner, and Schoar (2012) show some evidence of
long-term relationship in the interbank market, none of the papers above accounts
for it. Rather, they all treat banks as anonymous agents conducting random, “spot”
trades. So our paper is the first to study the effect of long-term relationship on rates.
Based on private information, Ennis and Weinberg (2013) explain why some banks
can borrow at a rate above the central bank’s lending rate. The early literature
on financial networks is mostly motivated by understanding financial fragility and
has been covered in Allen and Babus (2009); see also Jackson (2010). It includes
Allen and Gale (2000) who study whether some banks’ networks are more prone to
contagion than others. Also, Leitner (2005) studies the optimality of linkages, mo-
tivated by the desirability of mutual insurance when banks can fail; while Gofman
(2011) and Babus (2013) analyze the emergence and efficiency of intermediaries in
OTC markets. In a recent calibration exercise, Gofman (2014) finds that it is sub-
optimal to limit banks’ interdependencies in the interbank market. Elliott, Golub,
and Jackson (2014) apply network theory to financial contagion through net worth
shocks. Finally, the literature on OTC markets includes Duffie, Garleanu, and Ped-
ersen (2005), and Lagos and Rocheteau (2006), among many others.9 Within this
literature, Chang and Zhang (2015) study network formation in asset markets based
on heterogeneous liquidity preferences.
There is a large empirical literature on the interbank market, and we already
mentioned a few papers. Furfine (1999) proposes a methodology to extract fed
funds transactions from payments data, and Armantier and Copeland (2012) test
the methodology. Afonso, Kovner and Shoar (2011) study the fed funds market in
times of stress. The two papers closest to ours are perhaps the empirical study of
9See also Afonso and Lagos (2014); Li, Rocheteau and Weill (2012); Lagos, Rocheteau, and Weill
(2011); and Rocheteau and Wright (2013).
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Brauning and Fecht (2012) and the theoretical paper of Blasques, Brauning, and
van Lelyveld (2015). Brauning and Fecht suggest a theory of relationship lending
based on private information, as proposed by Rajan (1992). In good times, banks
extract an informational rent, thus explaining why the relationship lending rates are
usually higher than the average rate in normal times. In bad times, a lending bank
knows whether the borrower is close to failure and it is willing to offer a discount in
order to keep the bank afloat. This argument fails to recognize that in bad times,
some borrowers may not be close to failure and the rent that can be extracted from
a relationship lender can be even higher then. Moreover, the size of discount in-
volved in these loans is usually not an amount significant enough to matter for the
survival of a borrowing bank. Although we do not want to minimize the role of
private information, we argue that the simple threat of terminating the relationship
can also yield to interbank rate discounts. Blasques, Brauning, and van Lelyveld
(2015) study a dynamic network model of the unsecured interbank market based on
peer monitoring. However, they do not study the impact of the supply of reserves
on the structure of the network, or explain why interest rates can fall outside of the
corridor.
Section 2 describes the environment. For simplicity, we start with a basic model
where the core interbank market is competitive and frictionless. Sections 3 and 4
characterize the equilibrium. In Section 5, we analyze the qualitative implications
of this basic model. Section 6 then extends the model to incorporate an OTC inter-
bank market and reports some quantitative implications of the extended model. We
conclude in Section 7.
2 Model
We model the daily reserve management problem of banks in a corridor system. To
study relationships and to determine their equilibrium values, we consider an infinite
11
horizon model with discrete time. There is a central bank and an equal-measure
(1/2) continuum of two types of banks, S and L. A pair of S and L banks can form
a relationship, which allows them to trade repeatedly until they are separated either
exogenously or endogenously.10 All banks are infinitely-lived and discount the future
at rate β ∈ (0, 1). They are subject to reserve requirements, and they have to hold
at least R¯ units of reserves at the end of each day. For simplicity we normalize R¯
to zero. Each unit of reserve is a claim to a numeraire good. Banks are risk neutral
and they enjoy utility q from consuming q units of the numeraire (where q < 0 if
they produce).
At the beginning of each period, banks settle their past interbank trades as well as
their obligations towards the central bank by producing or consuming the numeraire
good. Settlement is an automatic process and banks do not default, so all banks hold
zero reserve balances once settlement takes place.11 In addition, some banks start
the period in a relationship and are called matched banks. The rest are called single
banks. At the beginning of each period, matched banks’ current business relationship
ends with probability σ ∈ (0, 1). Following settlement, there are four sub-periods
s = 1, 2, 3, 4 in which banks can trade reserves. Figure 3 shows the timeline.12
In sub-period 1, the central bank operates a full allotment tender at rate i¯. Hence,
the discounted (gross) cost of borrowing R units of reserves at the tender (in terms
of the numeraire) is β(1 + i¯)R since the loan is settled at the beginning of the next
period. We allow R < 0 to capture the feature of a liquidity-absorbing operation.13
Banks bid for reserves at the tender, and the central bank satisfies all individual bids
fully. For simplicity, we assume the central bank grants unsecured loans.
10In our companion paper, we briefly discuss an extension with relationships between two L banks
and relationships between two S banks.
11Our assumption on linear utility ensures that banks are indifferent between consuming the
numeraire or carrying reserves forward.
12In the figure, black dots represent L banks, red circles represent S banks and arrows denote
flows of funds.
13This is similar to what is referred to as a reverse auction.
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In sub-period 2, banks receive a liquidity shock. S banks draw a shock ξ from the
distribution F (ξ), while L banks draw a shock ε from the distribution G(ε), which
can potentially be different from F . Following this shock, a pair of banks already in
a relationship can borrow from and lend to one another. These recurring bilateral
links form the periphery of the core market, or the peripheral market. Banks use
proportional bargaining, and S banks obtain a share θ of the trading surplus. We
call the interest rate iˆ(RL,RS) of a loan between an S bank holding RS reserves and
an L bank holding RL reserves the relationship rate. Single banks do not trade,
14
but can build new relationships. Specifically, single S banks can pay a cost κ to call
one L bank to form a relationship starting from the next day (so the decision to
call does not depend on the current shock). The call is random so that both single
and matched L banks can be approached. We assume that the probability that an
L bank receives a call is equal to the fraction of single S banks placing a call: NS.
Also, the probability of a single S bank contacting a single L bank is just equal to
the fraction of single L banks: NL.
In sub-period 3, all banks choose whether to access and trade in the core market
for reserves. An S bank pays a cost γ to access this market, whether it is single or not.
It is free for L banks to access this market and they always will. To derive closed-form
solutions, we model this market as a centralized market in which participants take
the core market rate im as given. In section 6, we describe how the results change
when this market is a bilateral over-the-counter market (and present the details in
our companion paper).
In sub-period 4, banks that still carry a reserve deficit after interbank market
trades will have to borrow their deficit at the lending facility and suffer the penalty
rate iℓ. Banks that enjoy a reserve surplus after the interbank market trades will see
it remunerated at the rate id by the central bank. We refer to iℓ as the lending rate
14In our companion paper, we briefly discuss an extension in which single banks can also trade
in sub-period 2.
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and to id as the deposit rate, where id < iℓ. The central bank sets three policy rates
i¯, id, and iℓ with the reserve balances R¯, core market rates im and the distribution
of relationship rates iˆ determined endogenously.
Subperiod Events
Settlement
1 Central bank tender
2 Liquidity shocks, peripheral market trades, and relationship calls
3 Core market trades
4 Access to central bank facilities
liquidity shock
core trades
CB CB
t t+ 1CB tender
settlement standing facility
CB
peripheral trades
Figure 3: Timeline
3 Equilibrium
In this section, we set up the decision problem of each bank in each market and we
define our equilibrium. We first define the payoff of each bank at the settlement stage,
and then proceed backward to define the payoff in each of the preceding markets.
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3.1 Sub-period 4. Central bank facilities and next-day set-
tlement
Consider a bank holding reserves R, with aggregate dues from previous trade D
(where D > 0 would be an aggregate credit position while D < 0 would represent
an aggregate debit position) and relationship n ∈ {0, 1} where 0 stands for being a
single bank. At the end of the day, a bank holding R < 0 has to borrow −R units of
reserves from the central bank and pays an interest iℓ on this loan. Otherwise, this
bank deposits R > 0 with the central bank to earn id on this amount. In the following
settlement stage, the central bank collects or pays the amount of the numeraire
goods corresponding to these loans and deposits. Also, banks settle their aggregate
position with other institutions by producing and transferring the numeraire goods.
If their aggregate position is positive, they end up consuming some of the numeraire.
Therefore, the value of an L bank just before accessing the central bank facilities is
V4, given by
V4(R,D, n) = β {D +R[1 + i(R)]}+ βV¯1(n) (1)
where
i(R) =
{
id
iℓ
if R ≥ 0
if R < 0
,
and V¯1(n) denotes the expected value of an L bank with status n ∈ {0, 1} before
the separation shock at the beginning of a period. Similarly, the value of an S bank
before accessing the central bank facilities is v4, given by
v4(R,D, n) = β {D +R[1 + i(R)]}+ βv¯1(n), (2)
where v¯1(n) denotes the value of an S bank with status n ∈ {0, 1} before the sepa-
ration shock. At the beginning of sub-period 1, a fraction σ of existing relationships
are broken up exogenously and a number of banks are without a relationship. Then
15
the value functions of the different types of banks are,
v¯1(n) = [1− σ(n)] v1(1) + σ(n)v1(0), (3)
V¯1(n) = [1− σ(n)]V1(1) + σ(n)V1(0), (4)
where σ(0) = 1, σ(1) = σ, and v1(n), V1(n) denote the expected values in sub-period
1.
3.2 Sub-period 3. The core interbank market
Before the standing facilities, there is the competitive core interbank market in which
banks trade reserves among themselves. We denote by Ω+(.) the cumulative distri-
bution of positive reserve holdings in the core market, so that Ω+(R˜) is the measure
of banks with reserves R ∈ [0, R˜]. Similarly, we denote by Ω−(.) the cdf for negative
reserve holdings in the core market, so that Ω−(R˜) is the measure of banks with re-
serves R ∈ (−∞, R˜]. Therefore the aggregate amount of reserves in the core market
is
R¯ ≡
ˆ 0
−∞
RdΩ−(R) +
ˆ
∞
0
RdΩ+(R)
The competitive core market rate will then be15
im(R¯) =


iℓ if R¯ < 0
∈ [id, iℓ] if R¯ = 0
id if R¯ > 0
(5)
We can now derive the value of L banks at the beginning of the core market. For
later use, we define the expected gains from trade for a borrower or a lender in the
core market, respectively,
Π(R) =
{
βR(im(R¯)− iℓ) if R ≤ 0
βR(im(R¯)− id) if R > 0. (6)
15This bang-bang interest rate response to the aggregate reserve supply is simple but rather
extreme. Section 6 extends the model to study an OTC core market and obtains a distribution of
core rates that adjust smoothly to the reserve supply.
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Here, a bank with negative balances borrows from the core market at im and avoids
borrowing from the central bank facility at the lending rate iℓ. Similarly, a bank with
R > 0 lends to the core market at im instead of earning the deposit rate id. Then
the value of one L bank with R units of reserves, aggregate dues D, and relationship
status n at the start of the core market is its no-trade payoff augmented with its
expected gains from trade:
V3(R,D, n) = Π(R) + β {D +R(1 + i(R))}+ βV¯1(n). (7)
or
V3(R,D, n) = βR(1 + im(R¯)) + βD + βV¯1(n).
Obviously V3(R,D, n) is strictly increasing in R with marginal value of reserve β(1+
im(R¯)).
We now turn to the value of S banks at the start of the core market. The cost γ
of entering the core interbank market may be too prohibitive for some S banks and
hence an S bank only participates in the core market when the gains from trading
Π(R) given by (6) compensate for the entry cost γ. Therefore, the value function of
an S bank at the time of choosing whether to participate or not, given R, is16
v3(R,D, n) = max{Π(R)− γ, 0}+ β {D +R(1 + i(R))}+ βv¯1(n). (8)
and using (6) a bank S enters the core market if and only if
βR(im(R¯)− i(R)) > γ.
So we obtain
16Note that v3 is increasing in R with marginal value β[1 + i(R)] if the bank does not enter the
market, and with marginal value β[1 + im(R¯)] otherwise.
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Lemma 1. An S bank enters the core market to borrow iff R ≤ Rˆ−and enters to
lend iff R ≥ Rˆ+, with Π(Rˆ−) = Π(Rˆ+) = γ and
Rˆ− =
−γ
β[iℓ − im(R¯)] , (9)
Rˆ+ =
γ
β[im(R¯)− id] .
Intuitively, an S bank enters the core market only when it is worth paying the
entry cost. This is the case only if the bank’s reserve balance differs significantly
from the required level 0. Notice that the entry decision does not depend on the S
bank’s relationship status, but only on its reserve holdings. Also, note that the core
interbank rate never falls outside the corridor. We now move on to the (relationship)
trades that occur in the periphery of the core market.
3.3 Sub-period 2. Peripheral trades
In sub-period 2, banks in a pre-established relationship trade their reserves, taking
into account that the core market will open next. Single banks are inactive and their
payoffs are given by (7) and (8) with n = 0. Now consider two banks in a relationship
where the S bank holds RS while the L bank holds RL. We assume that both banks
bargain to determine the loan amount z from the S bank to the L bank as well as the
loan rate iˆ.17 In addition we assume proportional bargaining with weight θ assigned
to S banks.
Obviously, the bargaining outcome depends on the banks’ outside option. If
bank L has been contacted by a single S bank, we assume its threat point with the
incumbent is no trade and breaking up its current relationship. In case of break-
up, the incumbent S bank’s status drops to n = 0, while the L bank gets in a
relationship with the new S bank, and so its status remains n = 1. If bank L has
17We use the convention that bank S lends to banks L whenever z > 0 and borrows from L
whenever z < 0.
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not been contacted, then the threat point is no trade, but keeping the relationship
into the next period so that n = 1 for both banks.18
From (7) and (8) we can find the trading surplus for an S and an L bank as
a function of the terms of trade, respectively TSS(z, iˆ; c) and TSL(z, iˆ; c), where
c ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the L bank has been contacted by another S bank
(c = 1) or not (c = 0).19 Then the bargaining problem is
max
z,ˆi
TSS(z, iˆ; c)
subject to
TSL(z, iˆ; c) = (1− θ)[TSS(z, iˆ; c) + TSL(z, iˆ; c)].
We assume that while banks can promise to repay loans the next day, they can
neither commit to trade in the future nor to the terms of trade in future meetings.
For simplicity, we focus on period-by-period bargaining, with the solution given by
the following proposition.20
Proposition 2. (Tiering structure) The size of the relationship loan is RS, the
reserves holdings of the S bank. S banks with a relationship never enter the core
market.
This result is intuitive. As derived in the Appendix, the loan size z is chosen
to maximize the total surplus, given the banks’s reserves, while the rate iˆ is chosen
to split the surplus according to the surplus-sharing protocol. Since bank L can
access the core market at no cost, it will provide intermediation by absorbing all the
(excess) reserves of bank S (positive or negative) while bank S can avoid the entry
18These threat points are subgame-perfect.
19The details are in the Appendix.
20Given reserves holdings, the terms of trades under full or limited commitment are the same.
However, reserve holdings can differ with the degree of commitment for a simple reason: In the
absence of commitment, banks internalize the fact that they can be cornered by their trading
partner, which induces them to adopt a suboptimal bidding strategy at the central bank tender.
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cost.21 The relationship rate is the price bank S pays to bank L to intermediate the
access to the core market. Using the solution to the bargaining problem above, it
is easy to see that the relationship rate splits the gains from trade according to the
bargaining power. The gains from trade are made of three components: First, bank
S’ opportunity cost of using bank L as an intermediary, i.e.
max{β[1 + i(RS)]RS,−γ + β[1 + im(R¯)]RS}.
Second, bank L’s benefit of intermediating bank S’ balances
[1 + im(R¯)]RS.
Third, bank S’s willingness to pay to retain the relationship with bank L, whenever
it is contacted by another bank, i.e.
(1− σ)v1(1) + σv1(0)− v1(0)
Defining
V ≡ −(1 − σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)]
as the cost for bank S of giving up the relationship, we can then write the relationship
rate from the bargaining problem as
1 + iˆ(RS, RL, c) = (1− θ)max{β[1 + i(RS)]RS,−γ + β[1 + im(R¯)]RS}
βRS
(10)
+θ[1 + im(R¯)] + (1− θ) cV
RS
,
where c = 1 if bank L was contacted, and c = 0 otherwise. Using (6) and the entry
decision of single banks we obtain
iˆ(RS, RL, c) =
{
θim(R¯) + (1− θ)i(RS) + (1− θ) cVRS , if no entry when single
θim(R¯) + (1− θ)
[
im(R¯)− γβRS
]
+ (1− θ) cV
RS
, if entry when single
(11)
21The centralized structure of the core market guarantees that the L bank can always trade.
Hence, there is no need for S banks in a relationship to enter the core market. When the core
market is OTC instead of centralized, S banks in a relationship may still enter the market to insure
against the event that the L bank would not find a proper match.
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Notice that the relationship rate is only a function of RS, and that the rate with no
entry is always smaller than the rate with entry. The relationship rate is a sum of two
parts. The first part is a weighted sum of the L bank’s benefit of obtaining RS and
the S bank’s opportunity cost of giving up RS. This part is always between id and
iℓ. The second part V/RS is the S bank’s cost of giving up the relationship. This
part can be positive or negative depending on whether the S bank is a borrower
or a lender. Comparing the relationship rate and the core rate, we can define a
relationship premium as follows.
Lemma 3. The relationship rate is iˆ(RS, c) = im(R¯) − P (RS) where P (RS) is the
relationship premium defined as,
P (RS) = (1− θ)
[
min{im(R¯)− i(RS), γ
βRS
} − cV
RS
]
,
with P (RS) > 0 for RS > 0 and P (RS) < 0 for RS < 0.
The relationship premium captures how much relationship rates iˆ of peripheral
trades deviate from the core rate im. When S banks do not have full bargaining
power (i.e. θ < 1), the premium is non-zero when the S banks value the relationship
(i.e. V=-(1-σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)] <0) and the L bank can immediately rebuild a new one
(i.e. c = 1). Also, the premium is non-zero when it is costly to enter the core market
(i.e. γ > 0). Notice that whenever the S bank is a lender (RS > 0), V/RS is negative
as long as the S bank values the relationship. In this case, the relationship rate is
driven down. Similarly, whenever the S bank is a borrower (RS < 0) the relationship
rate is raised as the S bank values the relationship.22 In addition, when V= 0, the
relationship rate always stays within the corridor. Otherwise, the relationship rate
can fall below id or go above iℓ. We formalize this result in the following corollary,
22Interestingly, this is consistent with the finding by Ashcraft and Duffie (2007) that “[t]he rate
negotiated is higher for lenders who are more active in the federal funds market relative to the
borrower. Likewise, if the borrower is more active in the market than the lender, the rate negotiated
is lower, other things equal.”
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Corollary 1. Relationship rates for peripheral trades may fall outside of the corridor
when the L bank is contacted by an S bank: With RS > 0, iˆ(RS) < id iff
im(R¯) < id − (1− θ)V
θRS
.
With RS < 0, iˆ(RS) > iℓ iff
im(R¯) > iℓ − (1− θ)V
θRS
.
This concludes the analysis of trades between two banks in a relationship. To
summarize, S banks use the L bank as an intermediary to access the interbank
market and may even agree to pay a premium to continue the relationship. So the
relationship rate could well hover above iℓ whenever the S bank is borrowing from
the L bank, or below id whenever it is lending to L.
3.4 Sub-period 2. Relationship-building calls
Before peripheral trades, single S banks can pay a cost κ to contact a bank L. At
this stage, all single S banks are the same, so either they all pay the cost, or none of
them do, or they use a mixed strategy if they are indifferent.
To be precise, at the start of sub-period 2, a fraction 1 − NL of L banks are
in a relationship and a fraction NL is single. Therefore, a single S bank searching
contacts a single L with probability NL. Also an L bank expects a contact with
probability NS, where NS is the fraction of S banks that are single and searching.
The fraction of L (and S) banks in a relationship is 1−NL. So at the beginning
of sub-period 2 the fraction of L banks that are single are all but (a) those who were
in a relationship last period and the relationship was not severed, and (b) those who
were not in a relationship last period, got a contact and the new relationship was
not severed:
NL = 1− [(1−NL)(1− σ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)
+NLNS(1− σ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
],
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or
NL =
σ
(1− σ)NS + σ . (12)
S banks search whenever the expected benefit is higher than the search cost κ. Hence,
the fraction of S banks searching is
NS =


NL if NL(1− σ)β[v1(1)− v1(0)] > κ
0 if NL(1− σ)β [v1(1)− v1(0)] < κ
[0, NL] otherwise
(13)
The left-hand side of the above inequality condition captures that a single S bank
successfully finds a single L bank with probability NL, in which case a new relation-
ship is formed but only survived with probability 1 − σ, in which case it brings a
surplus v1(1)− v1(0) from the next period onward.
3.5 Sub-period 1. Central bank tender
We now define the expected payoffs of different types of banks at the end of subperiod
1. We use mn and Mn to denote, respectively, the reserve balances of S and L banks
with relationship status n ∈ {0, 1} when they exit the central bank tender but before
they know their liquidity shock. DefineM = (M0,M1, m0, m1) and let the dues from
the relationship loan be D(RS, c), where again c = 1 if bank L has been contacted
by another S bank, and c = 0 otherwise, i.e. D(RS, c) = [1 + iˆ(RS, c)]RS. Then the
expected value of a matched L bank with reserve holdings M before the shock is
V2(M, 1;M) =
ˆ
∞
−∞
ˆ
∞
−∞
Ec [V3(M + ε+m1 + ξ,−D(m1 + ξ, c), 1)]dG(ε)dF (ξ)+βV¯1(1)
and in the Appendix, we show that bank L’s marginal benefit of an extra dollar is
just the discounted benefit of lending this extra dollar in the core market, i.e.
∂V2(M, 1;M)
∂M
= β(1 + im(R¯)). (14)
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Similarly, the expected value of a bank S in a relationship holding reserves m1 before
the shock is
v2(m1, 1;M) =
ˆ
∞
−∞
Ec [v3(0, D(m1 + ξ, c), 1)] dF (ξ) + βv¯1(1)
When choosing m1, the S bank takes into account how it affects the probability of
accessing the core market. In the Appendix, we show that the value of the marginal
dollar is
∂v2(m1, 1;M)
∂m1
= β
(
1 + im(R¯)
)
+ β(1− θ) [id − im(R¯)] [F (Rˆ+ −m1)− F (−m1)]
+β(1− θ) [iℓ − im(R¯)] [F (−m1)− F (Rˆ− −m1)] (15)
where Rˆ+ and Rˆ− are given by (9). The first term is the discounted benefit of lending
this extra dollar in the core market when the S bank enters the core market. The
second and third terms capture the additional values when the S bank passes the
core market to use the central bank facilities. Notice that if im(R¯) = (iℓ+ id)/2 then
∂v2(m1, 1;M)/∂m1 = β
(
1 + im(R¯)
)
.
The expected value of a single L bank holding M units of reserves before the
shock is V2(M, 0;M) defined in a similar way as above, and the value of an extra
dollar for a single L bank is also the discounted value of lending this extra dollar in
the core market:
∂V2(M, 0;M)
∂M
= β(1 + im(R¯)). (16)
Finally, the expected value of a single S bank holding reserves m before the shock,
is v2(m0, 0;M) defined as above, and the value of an extra dollar for this bank is
∂v2(m0, 0;M)
∂m0
= β
(
1 + im(R¯)
)
+ β
[
id − im(R¯)
] [
F
(
Rˆ+ −m0
)
− F (−m0)
]
+β
[
iℓ − im(R¯)
] [
F (−m0)− F
(
Rˆ− −m0
)]
. (17)
Notice that relative to (15), the single S bank fully internalizes the benefit/cost of
this extra dollar, as it does not have to share it with an L bank.
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In sub-period 1, the central bank offers to sell and buy reserves at a rate i¯.23 This
“tender” consists of one-period loans of reserve balances, which will be paid back in
the next settlement stage. Expecting that other banks will bid M, the decision of
an L bank with n ∈ {0, 1} is:
V1(n) = max
Mn
−β(1 + i¯)Mn + V2(Mn, n;M)
and
v1(n) = max
mn
−β(1 + i¯)mn + v2(mn, n;M).
The first-order conditions for L banks are
∂V2(Mn, n;M)
∂Mn
= β(1 + i¯), (18)
and similarly for S banks,
∂v2(mn, n;M)
∂mn
= β(1 + i¯). (19)
So, we can find the bids of each bank using (14)-(17). In equilibrium the choice
of reserves of individual banks should be consistent with M. Also, notice that if
i¯ > iℓ, then banks can earn infinite risk-free profit by holding an infinitely large
negative amount of reserves; if i¯ < id, then banks can earn infinite risk-free profit
by holding an infinitely large positive amount of reserves. Therefore, no arbitrage
requires i¯ ∈ [id, iℓ].
Given M, the excess reserves in the core market R¯ are given by
R¯ =
1−NL
2
M0 +
NL
2
M1 +
1−NL
2
ˆ
(m0 + ξ)Ie(m0 + ξ)dF (ξ) +
NL
2
m1
where Ie = 1 when a bank S enters the core market and Ie = 0 when it does not. Since
L banks always enter the interbank market, there are 1−NL single L banks holding
23An alternative view, which is more in line with some central banks’ practice, is that the central
bank supplies/purchases M units of reserves and banks bid a schedule of rates and corresponding
reserves amount they are willing to obtain at this rate. Market clearing implies
∑
nMn+mn =M ,
and the stop-out rate is i¯, such that the first-order condition of each bank holds.
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M0. But only those 1−NL single S banks that sustained a large enough shock ξ will
pay the entry cost. Finally, as L banks in a relationship always intermediate entry in
the centralized interbank market for S banks, the average L bank in a relationship
enters the relationship market with M1 +m1. From (5) and the above conditions, it
is straightforward to show that
Proposition 4. im(R¯) = i¯ and we only have three types of equilibrium (and policy
rate):
i¯ =


iℓ , mn = −∞ and Mn such that R¯ < 0
iℓ+id
2
, mn = 0 and Mn such that R¯ = 0
id , mn =∞ and Mn such that R¯ > 0
Also, NS > 0 (i.e. S banks search) only if i¯ = (iℓ + id)/2.
This means that only the policy rate set at the midpoint of the corridor will induce
relationship formation. This is due to the centralized structure of the core market.
As we show in our companion paper, it is possible to eliminate the extreme cases
by extending the model to have a core market with an OTC instead of a centralized
structure.
4 Characterization of the equilibrium
We can now define an equilibrium. Recall that M = {Mn, mn}n=0,1. Then,
Definition 5. Given i¯ ∈ {id, iℓ+id2 , iℓ} a steady-state equilibrium is a list {NS, NL,M}
consisting of the fraction NS of single S banks searching, the fraction NL of single L
banks, and the banks’ money demand M, such that, given the policy rates i¯, id, and
iℓ, the search decision by S banks, reserves holdings, and entry by S banks in the
core market are optimal and consistent with the bargaining solutions.
Let
Γ ≡
ˆ
∞
−∞
{
βθ
[
Ie
γ
β
+ Ine
[
iℓ + id
2
− i(ξ)
]
ξ
]}
dF (ξ)
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be the expected per-period benefit of a relationship for the S bank when the rate
in the centralized market is at the midpoint of the corridor. Then we obtain the
existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium.
Proposition 6. A unique equilibrium exists. When i¯ ∈ {id, iℓ} then NS = 0 and
there is no relationship. When i¯ = (iℓ + id)/2 then there are three cases, with
κ¯ =
β(1− σ)
[1− β(1− σ)]Γ, and κ =
N∗L(1− σ)β
[1− β(1− σ) (1−N∗L(1− θ))]
Γ,
(1) When κ < κ, all single S banks search, NS = N
∗
L =
−σ+
√
σ2+4(1−σ)σ
2(1−σ)
, and
v1(1)− v1(0) = Γ + κ
1− β(1− σ) (1−N∗L −N∗S(1− θ))
.
(2) When κ ∈ [κ, κ¯], S banks use a mixed strategy and NS = N¯S given by (C.1),
and
v1(1)− v1(0) = Γ
1− β(1− σ) [1− N¯S(1− θ)] .
(3) When κ > κ¯, S banks do not search, NS = 0, and
v1(1)− v1(0) = Γ
1− β(1− σ) .
Proof. We relegate the proof to the Appendix.
Intuitively, when κ is low, all single S banks will try to build a relationship.
When κ is high, there is no relationship lending because it is too costly for S banks
to build one. For the intermediate level of κ, single S banks are indifferent between
building a relationship and staying single.
5 Qualitative implications
This section derives some qualitative implications of the benchmark model. Specifi-
cally, we study (i) how policy and other parameters affect the network structure of
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the interbank market, (ii) why interbank rates can go below the floor in the short
run and in the long run, (iii) how the interbank market will react dynamically to an
exit from a floor system, and (iv) how regulation on exposure limits can affect the
interbank market.
5.1 Interbank network
To study the network structure of interbank trades, we first derive some comparative
statics on the entry decision of single banks in the core market. Recall that the entry
decision by single S banks is given by the two thresholds defined in (9). Since
im ∈ {id, (iℓ+ id)/2, iℓ}, these thresholds only depend on the corridor size iℓ− id. As
a consequence the relationship benefits Γ also depend on the corridor size iℓ − id.
Lemma 7. When i¯ = (iℓ + id)/2, the per-period gains from a relationship Γ is
increasing in iℓ − id, θ, and the variance of the shock ξ. Also Γ→ 0 when iℓ → id.
As a relationship provides intermediation to the core market, the expected benefit
of a relationship for the S banks increases when the corridor is wider, their bargaining
power is higher and the liquidity shock is more uncertain.24 As a consequence, S
banks’ incentives to search and build relationships are affected by the same set of
variables.
Lemma 8. κ,κ¯ and N¯S are increasing in iℓ − id, θ, and the variance of the shock ξ,
and N¯S is decreasing in κ. NS → 0 as iℓ → id.
In words, single S banks search more actively when the gains from relationship
lending are larger (that is, when the corridor is larger), when they have more bar-
gaining power, or when the variance of the shock is higher. Naturally, they search
less when the cost of searching is higher. Finally, single S banks do not search if
iℓ = id, as in this case there is no gain from trade.
24If 2 > f(x)x1−F (x) for all x > 0 then Γ is also increasing in γ.
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After examining the trades among banks, we now study the usage of standing
facilities and derive the amount borrowed from or deposited at the standing facility.
Access to the two standing facilities is determined by the amount of excess reserves
in the centralized market R¯ together with the usage of the facilities by single S banks
that do not enter the core market. So, access to the lending facility when the policy
rate is at the midpoint of the corridor (i.e. R¯ = 0) is
1
2
σ
(1− σ)NS + σ
ˆ
−m0
Rˆ−
(m0 + ξ)dF (ξ) =
1
2
σ
(1− σ)NS + σ
ˆ 0
Rˆ−
ξdF (ξ)
The integrand is decreasing as iℓ−id increases, andNS is either constant or increasing:
As it is more costly to stay out of the core market, single banks tend to search more
and enter the core market more frequently. As a result, there is a lower access to the
lending facility (and also for the deposit facility).25
Finally, we study how the corridor width affects the network size. Recall that
Beltran, Bolotny, and Klee (2015) show a decline in the number of loans from pe-
ripheral banks to core banks as the Fed reduced the corridor size. Hence, we should
expect a positive relationship between the width of the corridor and the number of
relationship loans. In our model, the size of the peripheral network P is defined by
the measure of banks in a relationship. This is 1−NL, or
P = 1− σ
(1− σ)NS + σ
which is positively correlated with NS. Hence, as the corridor increases, more S
banks search and the size of the peripheral network P increases, as in the data.
The size of the core network C is defined by 1/2 measure of L banks as well as
25Access to the deposit facility is
1
2
σ
(1− σ)NS + σ
ˆ Rˆ+
−m0
(m0 + ξ)dF (ξ).
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single S banks that enter the core market, or
C = 1
2
+
1
2
NL
[
1− F (Rˆ+) + F (Rˆ−)
]
=
1
2
+
1
2
σ
(1− σ)NS + σ
[
1− F (Rˆ+) + F (Rˆ−)
]
.
As the corridor increases, there are two counteracting effects: (1) more S banks are
in a relationship, which decreases C, but (2) those S banks with no relationship enter
the core market more often, thus increasing C. So the effect of an increasing corridor
on the size of the network in the core market C is indeterminate, but the volume of
trade in the core market will increase. Finally, single and inactive S banks always
access the standing facilities and there is a fraction I of such banks,
I = 1
2
σ
(1− σ)NS + σ
[
F (Rˆ+)− F (Rˆ−)
]
.
As for C, the effect of an increase in the corridor on I is indeterminate.
Finally, we used the labels L and S as standing for large and small. Even when
F = G and there is no difference between these two banks ex ante, aside from their
access to the core market, L and S banks will tend to look large and small in equi-
librium. Indeed, when they are matched, S banks will always use the intermediation
provided by the L bank to indirectly access the core market. As a result, the L bank
will trade more often and larger amounts than S banks.
5.2 Trades below the floor
As discussed in the introduction, at times, banks have been trading outside of the
corridor, even though they had access to the central bank standing facilities at no
cost, especially when there is excess liquidity in the banking system. How can our
model match this fact? We will provide conditions under which the interbank rate
may fall below the floor of the corridor id both in the steady state and in response
to a temporary liquidity shock.
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(i) Steady state
Below, we show that S banks with a relatively small ξ > 0 will trade below the
floor whenever their L bank partner has been contacted by a single S bank. We
already showed that when NS > 0, the relationship loans rate may fall outside of the
corridor, i.e. iˆ(RS) < id if and only if m1 + ξ > 0 and
im(R¯) < id − (1− θ)V
θ(m1 + ξ)
,
or iˆ(RS) > iℓ if and only if m1 + ξ < 0 and
im(R¯) > iℓ − (1− θ)V
θ(m1 + ξ)
.
Recall that there are no relationships except when the policy rate is at the midpoint
of the corridor. In that case m1 = 0 and im(R¯) = (iℓ + id)/2. Then the relationship
rate falls below the floor whenever bank S is holding ξ > 0 relatively small, or26
(iℓ − id)
2
ξ <
(1− θ)
θ
(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)],
where v1(1) − v1(0) is given in Proposition 6. As iℓ → id, we have Rˆ+ → ∞ and
Rˆ− → −∞, as well as
Γ→ βθ
[
iℓ − id
2
]
2
ˆ
∞
0
ξdF (ξ).
While N¯S → 0, all S banks in a relationship receiving shock ξ such that
ξ <
2(1− θ)β(1− σ) ´∞
0
ξdF (ξ)
1− β(1− σ) ,
26When NS = N¯S , this expression becomes
ξ <
(1− θ)
θ
(1 − σ)Γ(
iℓ−id
2
) [
1− β(1− σ) [1− N¯S(1− θ)]] ,
while when NS = N
∗
L =
−σ+
√
σ2+4(1−σ)σ
2(1−σ) it is
ξ <
(1− θ)(1 − σ)
θ
(
iℓ−id
2
) Γ + κ
[1− β(1− σ) (1−N∗L(2− θ))]
.
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will trade below the floor. That is, with a small corridor, while there are fewer
relationships, it is more likely for a relationship trade to occur below the floor.
(ii) Temporary liquidity shock
We now consider a temporary liquidity shock to the interbank market. Consider a
steady-state equilibrium in which the central bank sets i¯ = (iℓ+ id)/2 and thus there
are banks in active relationships. Suppose the central bank mistakenly allocates extra
reserves so that there is a (small) amount of excess reserves in the core market, R¯ > 0,
only for the current period.27 Hence, the interbank rate falls to the floor im(R¯) = id.
In addition, the central bank’s mistake does not affect the search behavior of S banks
and thus V remains at its steady-state value, which is negative. From (11), we have
iˆ(RS, c) =
{
id +
c(1−θ)V
RS
, if no entry when single,
id − (1− θ) γβRS +
c(1−θ)V
RS
, if entry when single.
As a result, all relationship loans from an S bank to an L bank (i..e. RS > 0) that
has a contact (i.e. c = 1) are traded below the floor.
5.3 Exit from a floor system
In response to the recent financial crisis, many central banks have moved their mon-
etary implementation framework from a symmetric corridor system to a floor system
by significantly increasing reserve balances and setting the target rate at the bottom
instead of the midpoint of the corridor. One natural question is how the interbank
market will react when the central bank decides to exit from the floor system and
return to the conventional corridor system. To answer this question, we derive the
transition path as the interbank market converges from the old to the new steady-
state equilibrium.
27An alternative interpretation is that the central bank conducts a short-term intervention by
injecting liquidity into the market with a commitment to withdraw it in the next period. See
Berentsen and Waller (2011).
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Suppose the economy is initially in a steady state with i¯ = id. Then Proposition
6 implies that there is no relationship in equilibrium. Suppose the central bank
announces at T that it will set R¯ = 0 or i¯ = (iℓ+ id)/2 from the next period onward.
Then the only changing variable in period T is the search behavior of single S banks.
As there are no relationships when i¯ = id, all S banks that search in period T will
find a match.
Recall that the fraction of L (and S) banks in a relationship is 1−NL(t) in period
t ≥ T , with NL(T ) = 1. The fraction of single L banks at t+1 are all L banks but (a)
those who were in a relationship at t that was not severed, and (b) those who were
not in a relationship at t, got a contact, and the new relationship was not severed:
NL(t + 1) = 1− [(1−NL(t))(1− σ) +NL(t)NS(t)(1− σ)] .
The fraction of S banks searching in period t is given by their entry decision when
they benefit from the relationship from tomorrow onward,
NS(t) =


NL(t) if NL(t)(1− σ)β[v1(1, t+ 1)− v1(0, t+ 1)] > κ
0 if NL(t)(1− σ)β [v1(1, t+ 1)− v1(0, t+ 1)] < κ
[0, NL(t)] otherwise
(20)
where v1(n, t) denotes the value of a type n = 0, 1 S bank in the first subperiod of
period t. If all single banks find it optimal to search, then the transition path is
given by NS(t) = NL(t) and
NL(t + 1) = σ + (1− σ) (1−NL(t))NL(t),
as well as
∆v(t) = Γ + κ+ β(1− σ) (1− 2NL(t) + θNL(T ))∆v(t+ 1),
where ∆v(t) ≡ v1(1, t)− v1(0, t). Condition (20) implies that this is an equilibrium
if and only if ∆v(t) > κ/(NL(t)(1− σ)β) for all t.
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As t → ∞ the economy converges to the steady state where all single banks
search. However, the convergence is not necessarily monotonic, as shown in Figure
428: When the central bank announces the start of the exit policy, all S banks search if
the value of a relationship to a single S bank becomes sufficiently positive, and above
κ/(NL(t)(1 − σ)β). When all banks search, many are successful, as all L banks are
single. So the number of relationships is maximized at T + 1 (i.e., NL is minimized)
and N(T+1) is relatively small. The value of having a relationship is also maximized:
As few S banks will be unmatched at T , it becomes less likely for matched L banks
to be contacted in the following periods. Similarly, as many L banks are already in a
relationship, it is also harder for a single bank to build a new relationship. Following
this undershoot, NL(t) creeps back up and gradually converges (with or without
oscillations) to its new steady-state value. In the Appendix we derive the transition
path for the case when single banks are indifferent between searching and not.
28In the figure, we set T = 0.
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Figure 4: Transition path from floor to symmetric corridor system
5.4 Regulation on exposure limits
In April 2014, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision announced the final
standard of the supervisory framework for measuring and controlling large exposures,
due to come into force in 2019. According to the BCBS, the large exposure standard
includes a general limit applied to all of a bank’s exposures to a single counterparty,
which is set at 25% of a bank’s Tier 1 capital. This limit also applies to a bank’s
exposure to identified groups of connected counterparties (i.e., counterparties that
are interdependent and likely to fail simultaneously). A tighter limit will apply to
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exposures between banks that have been designated as global systemically important
banks (G-SIBs). This limit has been set at 15% of Tier 1 capital. While there is no
counterparty risk in our model, we can still analyze the effect of the regulation on
the functioning of the interbank market and its network. To do so, we assume that
banks in a relationship can only lend up to a limit B > 0, equivalent to x% of their
Tier 1 capital.
Since the core market is a centralized market, banks can borrow from many
counterparties bearing limited exposure to each of them. Therefore in our simple
model, the constraint will not bind in the core market. However, it may bind in the
peripheral market. When the exposure limit does not bind, banks trade RS and, as
before, bank S does not enter the core market. However, if the exposure limit binds,
banks trade B and bank S still holds RS − B if RS > 0 and RS +B when RS < 0.
In other words, the size of the loan from the S to the L bank is z(RS , RL) = B if
RS > 0 and z(RS , RL) = −B otherwise. Then, S banks will enter the core market
whenever they still hold too much or too few reserves,
Lemma 2. An S bank enters the core market to borrow RS + B iff RS + B ≤ Rˆ−
and enters to lend RS−B iff RS−B ≥ Rˆ+, where Rˆ− and Rˆ+ are defined in Lemma
1.
Then banks decide on the rate iˆ so that bank L takes a share θ of the total surplus
so that the rate for the relationship loan is given by,
1 + iˆ(RS, RL;B) = (1− θ)v3(RS, 0, 0)− v3(RS − z(RS , RL), 0, 0)
βz(RS, RL)
(21)
+ θ
V3(RL + z(RS , RL), 0, 0)− V3(RL, 0, 0)
βz(RS, RL)
+
cV
z(RS , RL)
,
and using the expressions for v3 and V3, and noticing that i(RS) = i(RS − z) when
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the exposure limit binds, we obtain
1 + iˆ(RS, RL;B) = (1− θ)max{Π(RS)− γ, 0} −max{Π(RS − z(RS))− γ, 0}
βz(RS)
(22)
+ (1− θ)(1 + i(RS)) + θ(1 + im(R¯)) + cV
z(RS)
.
Notice that as B → ∞, z(RS) → RS so that max{Π(RS − z(RS)) − γ, 0} → 0.
Hence, the relationship rate is lower when bank S is lending (z(RS) > 0) and higher
otherwise, as gains from trade are smaller. As a consequence, the value of the
relationship is lower and we should expect to have a lower number of relationships
in equilibrium. Hence, the regulation on bilateral exposure will distort relationship
formation and change the interbank network structure.
6 Quantitative implications of the OTC interbank
market
Our assumption that banks trade in a centralized market has three important con-
sequences. First any amount of excess reserves drives the interbank rate to the floor
id of the corridor, while any amount of reserves deficit drives the interbank rate to
its ceiling iℓ. There is only a middle ground when there are no excess reserves (or
deficit); then the interbank rate is the midpoint of the corridor. Second, S banks
adopt extreme bidding strategies except when the policy rate is in the midpoint of
the corridor, in which case they bid zero reserves. Finally, S banks in a relationship
never find it optimal to access the core market. These three results are at odds with
the data.
We now relax the assumption that the core market is frictionless and instead
assume it is over-the-counter (OTC). Below, we summarize the main findings, while
detailed analysis and proofs can be found in our companion paper. In this OTC
core market, banks can meet pairwise according to a simple matching function, as
in Bech and Monnet (2014): a bank (S or L) that wants to borrow reserves can only
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meet a bank (S or L) with a desire to lend reserves. Then the two banks negotiate
over the terms of trade (x, r) where x denotes the loan size and r denotes the loan
rate. Although they could, we retain the assumption that banks cannot create a
relationship in this market. The rest of the economy is as described above.
Unsurprisingly, we cannot obtain closed-form solutions in the case with an OTC
market. However, we show that, as in Bech and Monnet, (1) the OTC rate is now
a weighted average of the rates that are bilaterally negotiated, so that it can be
strictly within the corridor even though there is an excess or a deficit of reserves. (2)
The OTC rate can never lie outside of the corridor, and only the relationship rates
can. (3) Banks do not bid an extreme amount of reserves. Finally (4) S banks in a
relationship may sometimes find it optimal to enter the core market even though it
is costly. Precisely,
Proposition 9. Let the core market be OTC. Consider a pair of banks in a rela-
tionship holding balances RS and RL in the periheral market. There are reserves
thresholds R¯− < 0 and R¯+ > 0 such that if RS +RL ∈ [R¯−, R¯+] then the S bank does
not enter the core market. Otherwise the S bank enters the core OTC market. The
size of the relationship loan is
z(RS , RL) =
{
RS if RS +RL ∈ [R¯−, R¯+]
(RS − RL) /2 otherwise.
The reason is simple: As the core market is now frictional, sometimes L bank
cannot find any other bank to trade or can only find a bank that is not such a
good match. This is particularly costly when the L bank is carrying a large reserve
surplus or deficit. To insure against such bad luck, the S bank may find it optimal
to “share the burden” and pay the fixed entry cost to the core market. This will be
so when the S and L banks hold a large reserve surplus or deficit.29 Naturally, rates
29In this case, it may be that the L bank lends to the S bank before the S bank enters the core
market.
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for relationship trades may still fall outside of the corridor for the same reasons as
before, although the formulation for the rate is now more complicated.
In the sequel, we report the following statistics for a parameterized model with
an OTC core market: The values of relationship loans, OTC loans, deposits with the
central bank by S and L banks, total borrowing at the lending facility by S and L
banks, single and matched. We present the details in the companion paper.
6.1 Parameterization
The discount factor for banks is β = 0.97. Liquidity shocks ε for L banks are
drawn from a normal distribution N (−1, 2), while liquidity shocks ξ for S banks are
drawn from a distribution N (1, 2). Therefore, S banks tend to have liquidity inflows
(i.e., potential liquidity providers) and L banks tend to have liquidity outflows (i.e.,
potential liquidity demanders), even though in aggregate there are no net inflows
or outflows. This is consistent with the observations that small banks tend to be
liquidity providers to large banks (Stigum and Crescenzi, 2007).
In sub-period 2, the cost for S banks to search and build a new relationship is
κ = 0.0001, and the probability of separation is σ = 0.1. In the OTC market, the
number of matches is given by
min{(N+)0.5(N−)0.5, N+, N−}.
where N+ is the total measure of banks (S or L) with excess reserves, while N− is
the total measure of banks with a reserve deficit. The cost for S banks to search
in this market is γ = 0.0005. Borrowers and lenders have equal bargaining powers:
θ = Θ = 0.5 in both peripheral and core trades. The lending and deposit rates are
given by id = 2% and iℓ = 4%. In the following, we will examine the effect of applying
different policy rates i¯. While the parameter values are ad hoc, the implication of
the model is qualitatively robust to parameter changes. The numerical algorithm for
solving the steady-state equilibrium is described in the Appendix.
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Table 1: Steady-State Equilibrium
[a] Relationship building:
η = 1−NL Ns V
i¯ = 3.5% 0.3438 0.0582 −7.85 × 10−3
i¯ = 3.0% 0.4062 0.0760 −8.72 × 10−3
i¯ = 2.5% 0.3438 0.0582 −7.80 × 10−3
[b] Reserve tender:
m0 m1 M0 M1 Total reserve
i¯ = 3.5% -2.2011 -1.9772 -0.1754 0.0111 -2.2354
i¯ = 3.0% -0.9760 -1.0016 1.0247 1.0488 0.0482
i¯ = 2.5% 0.1697 0.0775 2.1658 1.9582 2.2325
[c] Relationship loans in perhipheral market:
avg. z loans from S banks avg. iˆ loans with iˆ < id loans with iˆ > iℓ
i¯ = 3.5% 1.1284 57.62% 1.0350 0.88% 2.09%
i¯ = 3.0% 1.1285 56.06% 1.0300 1.85 % 2.05%
i¯ = 2.5% 1.1294 57.91% 1.0249 2.02% 0.89%
[d] OTC loans in core market:
avg. x avg. r N+ N− no. of loans
i¯ = 3.5% 1.5268 1.0327 0.2475 0.7152 0.2475
i¯ = 3.0% 1.3986 1.0297 0.4825 0.4739 0.4739
i¯ = 2.5% 1.5267 1.0274 0.7149 0.2481 0.2481
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6.2 Effects of policy on rates and volumes
Table 1 and Figure 5 report equilibrium outcomes under different policy rates. We
first consider the equilibrium outcome under a symmetric corridor system with i¯ =
0.5(id + iℓ) = 3%. Banks’ reserve demand at the tender is reported in table 1b and
also plotted in the top left panel of Figure 5. Note that, unlike the benchmark model,
this model implies a reserve demand that reponds smoothly to changes in the policy
rate. As expected, due to their different shock distribution, S banks bid less reserves
than L banks. In particular, anticipating a liquidity shock with mean E(ξ) = 1, S
banks tend to hold a negative reserve position close to−1, while L banks, anticipating
a liquidity shock with mean E(ε) = −1, tend to hold a positive reserve position close
to 1. Since there is no aggregate liquidity shock, the total reserve demand is close
to zero (i.e., the minimum reserve requirement) under a symmetric corridor system.
The total reserve demand is similar to that in the benchmark model when the policy
rate is set at the midpoint of the corridor.
As the policy rate gets closer to the deposit rate, banks find it cheaper to hold
more reserve balances to self insure against the risk of accessing the lending facility.
As a result, the total demand for reserves increases, and all banks choose a positive
initial reserve position. Symmetrically, as the policy rate gets closer to the lending
rate, banks prefer to try financing their liquidity needs in the markets, and the total
demand for reserves at the tender declines so that most banks choose a negative
initial reserve position.
Banks’ initial demand for reserves has direct implications for the formation of
relationships, the relationship premium and loans, as reported in table 1a and 1c.
The number of relationships η = 1−NL and the value of a relationship, V, are also
plotted in the middle two panels of Figure 5.
Under a symmetric corridor, we have seen that S and L banks demand almost
opposite amounts of reserves at the tender. So, an S bank and an L bank in a
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relationship are more likely to reach their reserve requirement through relationship
trades, and this maximizes the value of a relationship to the S bank (i.e., |V| is max-
imized). When the policy rate is closer to the deposit (lending) rate, S and L banks
tend to both acquire a positive (negative) initial reserve position, thereby reducing
the value of relationships. This explains why both the number of relationships η and
the number of S banks building relationships NS are maximized under a symmetric
corridor. As discussed below, this implies that the interbank network tends to be
more tiered under a symmetric corridor than in, e.g., a floor system. As discussed,
since V is negative, an L bank will always be able to borrow at a cheaper rate from
its relationship partner, or lend to its partner at a higher rate if it can find a new
partner easily.
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Banks’ initial reserve demand also affects the functioning of the core market. As
shown in table 1d, given the reserve distribution under a symmetric corridor, the core
market is relatively balanced: the number of borrowers (N−) is close to the number
of lenders (N+), and the total number of loans is high. Since finding a partner in the
OTC market is easy, more S banks are induced to pay the fixed cost γ to trade in the
core market. As discussed below, this implies a more complete interbank network.
Also, the top right of Figure 5 shows the entry decision in the core market of S
banks with and without a relationship. Unlike in the benchmark model, banks in a
relationship may also choose to participate in the core market. While single S banks
will almost always enter, S banks in a relationship will only enter if their balances
(in absolute value), after trading with their L bank, are greater than (approx.) 1.
Hence, S banks with a relationship are much less likely to enter the core market,
although they might. When the policy rate is close to the midpoint, participation of
S banks is maximized. When the policy rate is closer to the deposit (lending) rate,
the market becomes unbalanced since banks tend to acquire a positive (negative)
initial reserve position. This reduces trades in the core market, the participation of
S banks declines and the network becomes less complete. As shown in Figure 5, as
the policy rate moves away from the midpoint, the absolute values of the thresholds
Rˆ−, Rˆ+, R¯−, R¯+ go up, implying lower participation of S banks.
Finally, let us point out a few interesting observations and the intuition. First,
the top left panel of Figure 5 shows the demand for reserves at the tender by S and
L banks as a function of their status n ∈ {0, 1}. Notice that the demand for reserves
of banks in a relationship (i.e., m1, M1) is less interest-elastic than for single banks
(i.e., m0, M0) because a relationship allows risk sharing between two banks that face
idiosyncratic liquidity shocks. The reduction in liquidity uncertainty faced by banks
in a relationship makes them less responsive to the policy rate.
Second, the bottom panels of Figure 5 show the rates in the peripheral and core
markets for different policy rates. Notice that the average relationship rate E (ˆi) is
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more sensitive to the policy rate than the average core rate E(r). To understand
why, note that banks in a relationship have two options to trade liquidity: They
can trade at r in the core market and they can trade with the central bank at id
or iℓ. When i¯ is close to the deposit rate, there is aggregate liquidity surplus, and
it becomes more likely that a borrower can borrow at r in the core market, while a
lender needs to deposit at the facility at id. Therefore, the relationship rate tends
to be between r and id when the policy rate is below the midpoint of the corridor.
Similarly, when i¯ is close to the lending rate, it becomes more likely that a lender
can lend at r in the core market, while a borrower has to borrow from the facility
at iℓ. Therefore, the relationship rate tends to be between r and iℓ when the policy
rate is above the midpoint of the corridor.
Third, the average loan size in the core market is larger than that in the peripheral
market, as shown in Table 1. This is because, as suggested by lemma 1, S banks
trade in the core market only when they have large liquidity positions (in absolute
terms). Therefore, there are fewer banks with small liquidity needs in the core
market. Overall, as the policy market moves away from the midpoint., the number
of loans drops but the average loan size goes up in both markets.30
Fourth, as Lemma 3 suggests, some relationship loans are traded outside the
corridor. Trading below id (above iℓ) is more likely to happen when the policy rate
is closer to id (iℓ), as in that case the spread between r and id (iℓ) is small relative to
the relationship premium. Figure 6 shows the distributions of rates. Each row shows
the frequency of the core rate (left panel) and relationship rate (right panel) for a
given policy rate i¯. When the policy rate is close to the floor, most trades in the core
market are conducted at rates that are also close to the floor. The relationship rate is
30Interestingly, this is consistent with the US experience under the floor system as reported in
Beltran, Bolotnyy and Klee (2015). They point out that “there was a sharp contraction in the
number of links in the network during the last quarter of 2008, as fewer banks were transacting
with each other” and that “a sizable increase in the average dollar volume transacted per link,
which, as we demonstrate later, is largely driven by the exit of many of the smaller banks from the
market.”
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even more skewed toward the floor, and 3% of the relationship trades are conducted
at rates that are below id.
31 The situation is reversed when the policy rate is close
to iℓ, as shown by the lower panel of Figure 6. Therefore, our model can explain
why banks trade below the floor (or above iℓ) and also why we observe apparently
unexploited arbitrage opportunities, as reported in Bowman, Gagnon and Leahy
(2010). An implication is that policy-makers have no need to worry about interbank
trades conducted outside the corridor due to long-term relationships because they
are consistent with a well-functioning interbank market. However, one should also
be careful in interpreting the interbank market rate as a reference for overnight cost
of liquidity, because it may also incorporate a relationship premium, which at times
can significantly distort the observed overnight rate.
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Figure 6: Finding: Policy effects on distributions of relationship and OTC rates
31Of course, a different parametrization would give us more trades at rates lower than the floor.
Also, as i¯ gets closer to id, there will be a larger fraction of loans traded below the floor.
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6.3 Network structure
We now turn to the effect of monetary policy on the network structure. Figure 7
shows the (unweighted) flows of payment for several maintenance periods. When γ =
0, the core market is costless to access. Therefore, whether they are in a relationship
or not, S banks will enter. Therefore, after a sufficient number of maintenance
periods, all banks will have traded with one another at least once, as shown by the
left panel of Figure 7. In this case monetary policy only affects the network structure
insofar as it affects the core market tightness.
Now consider the case when accessing the core market is expensive for S banks.
We have seen that a relationship is most valuable and the number of relationships
is maximized when the policy rate is at the midpoint of the corridor. The network
structure is then as shown by the right panel of Figure 7. Since γ is large, single S
banks choose not to access the core market while S banks in a relationship will also
rely on their partners and will not access the core market. So only L banks are active
in the core market and provide intermediation for some S banks in the peripheral
market.
Finally, suppose the central bank is adopting a more accommodative policy stance
and lowers i¯ close to id. Then, as γ is large, no S bank will access the core market;
however, a relationship becomes not so valuable, as all banks are holding enough
reserves to satisfy their reserves requirements. Therefore, single S banks have no
incentives to build a relationship, and the tiered network structure will slowly vanish
as banks are hit by the exogenous separation shock. Then the network structure
from the flow of payment will resemble the pattern shown on the middle panel of
Figure 7. 32,33
32Interestingly, this is consistent with the network change in the fed funds market as reported in
Beltran, Bolotnyy and Klee (2015): “many small federal funds lenders began reducing their lending
to larger institutions in the core of the network starting in mid-2007.”
33Again, this model in some way endogenizes bank sizes: even when banks face the same shock
distribution, G = F , the L banks will appear more active in the interbank market, hence justifying
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Figure 7: Effect of monetary policy on network structure.
6.4 Composition of loans
Figure 8 shows the composition of loans in the interbank market, still as a function of
policy rates. As expected, relationship loans vanish when the policy rate is driven to
the extremes of the corridor. One interesting aspect of the model is the coexistence
of both borrowing and lending at the central bank’s standing facilities, which is a
property of the data (see Bech and Monnet, 2014). This is inefficient, as some banks
have excess reserves (which they deposit with the central bank) while others are short
of reserves (which they have to borrow from the central bank). Evidently, the reason
for this inefficiency is the friction in the core market. This gives an additional value
for building relationship: Banks now have the opportunity to attain their targeted
level of reserves by either trading with their preferred bank or by accessing the core
market.
the labels “L” and “S.” To see that, compare the average trading activities of an S bank and an
L bank in a relationship: (i) in the peripheral market, expected trade size is the same for S and L
banks in absolute terms; (ii) when both banks enter the OTC core market, the expected trade size
is the same for S and L banks because they split their total balance and bring the same amount
to the OTC; (iii) when only the L bank enters the OTC market, the L bank has a higher expected
trade size.
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Figure 8: Finding: Policy effects on composition of overnight loans
6.5 Temporary liquidity expansion/contraction
Our analysis so far focuses on permanent anticipated changes in monetary policy.
We now consider a one-time unanticipated liquidity injection to the banking system.
Consider a steady-state equilibrium under a symmetric corridor (i.e., i¯ = 3.0%).
Suppose all banks receive a surprise lump-sum reserve injection ∆m ≷ 0 from the
central bank after the liquidity sale, and receive zero injections in all subsequent
periods. This exercise captures a situation in which the central bank conducts a
temporary monetary expansion/contraction, with its commitment to restore steady-
state policy in the long run.
Crucially, the policy effects of these temporary deviations from a symmetric cor-
ridor are different from those of a permanent deviation. Table 2 reports the effects
of such intervention on the quantities and prices of interbank loans. Naturally, a
liquidity injection drives the core and relationship rates to the floor while a with-
drawal drives the rates to iℓ. More interestingly, contrary to a permanent liquidity
injection, a temporary liquidity injection does not affect the number of relationship
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Table 2: Temporary Liquidity Expansion/Contraction
Relationship loans OTC loans
∆m no. of loans avg. iˆ loans with iˆ < id loans with iˆ > iℓ no. of loans avg. r
−2 0.2031 1.0371 0.98% 3.15% 0.1128 1.0344
−1 0.2031 1.0346 1.16% 2.86% 0.2551 1.0321
0 0.2031 1.0300 1.85 % 2.05% 0.4739 1.0297
+1 0.2031 1.0247 2.62% 1.42% 0.2690 1.0275
+2 0.2031 1.0214 3.48% 1.09% 0.1192 1.0254
loans. Figure 8 shows that a permanent deviation from a symmetric corridor al-
ways reduces the number of loans in the core and peripheral markets. A one-time
monetary expansion/contraction also reduces core market loans because the market
becomes less balanced, but the effect on relationship loans is quite different. Since
banks in a relationship are not subject to search frictions, the number of relationship
loans is unaffected. Moreover, since these policies are temporary, the relationship
premium is also unaffected. As a consequence, there remains a significant fraction
of relationship loans traded below the floor for a liquidity injection and a significant
fraction of loans traded above the ceiling for a large liquidity withdrawal.34
6.6 Moving from a floor system to a symmetric corridor
Finally we compute the transition path when the central bank moves the policy rate
from the bottom (i.e., floor system) to the midpoint of the corridor (i.e., symmetric
corridor system). The transition paths of η = 1−NL and V are plotted in Figure 9.
As in the benchmark model, there is an overshoot of relationship formation, as the
number of relationships increases immediately in response to the policy change. Af-
terwards, the number of relationships declines monotonically to its new steady value.
As discussed in the benchmark model, S banks’ value of long-term relationships also
exihibits a non-montonic time path.
34One can show that, as ∆m → ∞, OTC loans vanish but there remains a positive number of
relationship loans. Moreover, a positive fraction of relationship loans are traded below the floor.
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Figure 9: Number of relationships and value of relationship along the transition path
7 Conclusion
We presented a model of the unsecured segment of the interbank money market,
where banks had incentives to build long-term relationships. The network of inter-
bank loans then arises endogenously and is affected by monetary policy. Therefore,
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the model sheds some light on the policy effects on the interbank network, reserve
demand, and interest rate dispersion. We derive testable implications regarding the
network structure and the composition, quantities and prices of loans. We show that
relationship can help explain some puzzling observations, such as why the floor of
the corridor is “soft.” The model is simple and tractable and, we believe, captures
some important components of the interbank market. As such, it can be a useful
tool for policy-makers, e.g., to investigate quantitatively the short-run and long-run
effects of running and “exiting” the floor system and the potential effects of various
regulatory proposals.
Of course we had to make some simplifying assumptions. For example, we could
have assumed that banks in a relationship can meet once more after the core market.
However, this would have unnecessarily complicated the analysis of trades in the core
market. More importantly, we now assume that L banks can set up a link with only
one other bank. It could be interesting to relax this assumption. Also, S banks may
have the incentive to create some relationships with each other and delegate access
to the core market to one of them, while sharing the access cost. Effectively, they
would become large, as they would each bear only a small fraction of the access cost.
We have not explored this interesting possibility here, but in the companion paper
we study an extension where any pairs of banks can form a relationship and another
extension where banks can trade in the OTC market multiple times.
A characteristics of the fed funds market is that small banks are usually cash rich
and lend to the large cash-poor banks. As Stigum and Crescenzi (2007) summarize it,
“In the fed funds market now, regional banks buy up funds from even tiny banks, use
what they need, and resell the remainder in round lots in the New York market. Thus,
the fed funds market resembles a river with tributaries: money is collected in many
places and then flows through various channels into the New York market. In essence,
the nation’s smaller banks are the suppliers of fed funds, and the larger bankers are
the buyers.” Our model obviously encompasses this case and our parametrization
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makes full use of it by imposing two different distributions of the liquidity shocks for
the two types of banks: The distribution of shocks for the S banks has a positive
mean, while the shock for L banks has a negative mean.
Also, instead of assuming a fixed cost of entry in the core market, we could have
assumed that it is reserved for large transactions. Indeed Crescenzi and Stigum
(2007) report that “A smaller bank could, of course, shop in the brokers’ market and
try to pick up an extra, but most don’t because the amounts they sell are so small
that the cost of trying would outweigh the potential gain. Overnight on $10 million
is only $17, and that’s before the phone bill is paid.(...) The brokers’ market is really
open to only those banks that buy and sell in volume. In fed funds, round lots are $5
million, the same as the notional amount on the fed funds futures that trade at the
Chicago Board of Trade. A small bank in Iowa that wants to buy $500,000 is better
off going to its regional correspondent, since the New York brokers are not set up to
handle trades of that size.” However our fixed-cost assumption is a good assumption
for this aspect of the market, and our results would have been essentially the same.
Also, notice that, in equilibrium, trade in the core market will be relatively large,
and thus consistent with this evidence.
Finally, we have left aside credit risk as well as the juxtaposition of the unsecured
and secured segments of the money market. It is clear that credit risk will affect the
quality of long-term relationships. Also, we have seen the importance of the secured
segment during the recent financial crisis. Adding both elements to the current
model would be a natural and very interesting next step. We leave these and other
improvements for future research.
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Appendix
A Proof of Proposition 3
Proof. Consider a trade between an S bank and an L bank. Recall that
v3(R,L, n) = max{Π(R)− γ, 0}+ β {L+R(1 + i(R))}+ βv¯1(n).
If the S bank lends z to the L bank, its payoff is
v3(RS − z, z(1 + iˆ), 1)
= max{Π(RS − z)− γ, 0}+ β
{
z(1 + iˆ) + (RS − z)(1 + i(Rs − z))
}
+ βv¯1(1).
If it does not lend, its payoff depends on whether the L bank has been contacted or
not. If c = 1, then the L bank can credibly threaten to break up the relationship if
no trade is conducted in the current period. Therefore, the S bank’s payoff without
trade is
v3(RS, 0, 0)
= max{Π(RS)− γ, 0}+ β {RS(1 + i(RS))}+ βv¯1(0).
In this case, the trade surplus for an S bank is
v3(RS − z, z(1 + iˆ), 1)− v3(RS, 0, 0).
In contrast, when c = 0, the relationship continues even when there is no trade in
the current period and the S bank’s payoff is
v3(RS, 0, 1)
= max{Π(RS)− γ, 0}+ β {RS(1 + i(RS))}+ βv¯1(1).
In that case, the trade surplus for an S bank is
v3(RS − z, z(1 + iˆ), 1)− v3(RS, 0, 1).
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As a result, the S bank’s trade surplus conditional on c is
TSS(z, i; c)
=v3(RS − z, 0, 0)− v3(RS, 0, 0) + βz(1 + iˆ) + cβ[v¯1(1)− v¯1(0)]
=max{Π(RS − z)− γ, 0} −max{Π(RS)− γ, 0}
+ β
{
z(1 + iˆ) + (RS − z)(1 + i(RS − z))−RS(1 + i(RS))
}
+ cβ(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)].
Since an S bank cannot credibly end a relationship, the trade surplus for an L bank
with reserves RL is always
V3(RL + z, z(1 + iˆ), 1)− V3(RL, 0, 1),
where
V3(RL + z,−z(1 + iˆ), 1) = β(RL + z)(1 + im)− βz(1 + iˆ) + βV¯1(1)
V3(RL, 0, 1) = βRL(1 + im) + βV¯1(1).
Hence, its surplus conditional on c is
TSL(z, iˆ; c)
=V3(RL + z, z(1 + iˆ), 1)− V3(RL, 0, c)
=βz(1 + im)− βz(1 + iˆ).
Then, the total surplus from a loan of size z is
TS(z; c) = v3(RS − z, 0, 0)− v3(RS, 0, 0) + V3(RL + z, 0, 0)− V3(RL, 0, 0)
+cβ(1− σ)[v1(1)− βv1(0)]
= max{Π(RS − z)− γ, 0} −max{Π(RS)− γ, 0}
+β {(RS − z)(1 + i(RS − z))−RS(1 + i(RS))}+ cβ(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)]
+βz(1 + im)
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Since γ > 0 and im ∈ [id, iℓ], it is straightforward to show that Rs = argmaxz TS(z)
and hence the total surplus from the trade is
TS(RS; c) = −max{Π(RS)−γ, 0}−βRS(1+i(RS))+cβ(1−σ)[v1(1)−v1(0)]+βRS(1+im).
Setting TSL = (1− θ)TS(RS), we obtain
1 + iˆ(RS, RL, c) = (1− θ)max{β[1 + i(RS)]RS,−γ + β[1 + im(R¯)]RS}
βRS
+θ[1 + im(R¯)] + (1− θ) cV
RS
.
Therefore, the S bank will always lend z to the L bank and choose not to participate
in the core market.
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B Value in sub-period 2
The expected value of a matched L bank with reserve holdings M before the shock
is
V2(M, 1;M)
=
ˆ
∞
−∞
ˆ
∞
−∞
Ec
[
V3(M + ε+m1 + ξ,−[1 + iˆ(m1 + ξ, c)](m1 + ξ); 0)
]
dG(ε)dF (ξ)
+β
[
V¯1(1)− V¯1(0)
]
.
=
ˆ
∞
−∞
ˆ
∞
−∞
Ec
[
β (M + ε) (1 + im(R¯))− β [ˆi(m1 + ξ, c)− im(R¯)](m1 + ξ)
]
dG(ε)dF (ξ) + βV¯1(1).
so that
∂V2(M, 1;M)
∂M
= β(1 + im(R¯)).
Similarly, the expected value of a matched S bank with reserve holdings m before
the shock is
v2(m1, 1;M)
=
ˆ
∞
−∞
Ec
[
v3(0, [1 + iˆ(m1 + ξ, c)](m1 + ξ); 0)
]
dF (ξ) + β [v¯1(1)− v¯1(0)] .
=
ˆ
∞
−∞
Ecβ[1 + iˆ(m1 + ξ, c)](m1 + ξ)dF (ξ) + βv¯1(1).
=
ˆ
∞
−∞
β[(1− θ)max{Π(m1 + ξ)− γ, 0}+ β {(m1 + ξ)(1 + i(m1 + ξ))}
+θ(1 + im(R¯))(m1 + ξ) + βEc [cV]]dF (ξ) + βv¯1(1).
=
ˆ
∞
−∞
β
(
1 + im(R¯)
)
(m1 + ξ)− β(1− θ)
[
Ie
γ
β
+ Ine
[
im(R¯)− i(m1 + ξ)
]
(m1 + ξ)
]
dF (ξ)
+βEc [cV] + βv¯1(1).
so that, using Ie = 1 when the bank decides to enter the core market and zero
otherwise and Ine is 1 when the bank opts to stay out of the core market and zero if
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it chooses to enter,
∂v2(m1, 1;M)
∂m1
= β
(
1 + im(R¯)
)
+ β(1− θ)
ˆ
∞
−∞
Ine
[
i(m1 + ξ)− im(R¯)
]
dF (ξ)
= β
(
1 + im(R¯)
)
+ β(1− θ)
ˆ γ
β(im(R¯)−id)
−m1
−γ
β(iℓ−im(R¯))
−m1
[
i(m1 + ξ)− im(R¯)
]
dF (ξ)
= β
(
1 + im(R¯)
)
+ β(1− θ)

ˆ γ
β(im(R¯)−id)
−m1
−m1
[
id − im(R¯)
]
dF (ξ) +
ˆ
−m1
−γ
β(iℓ−im(R¯))
−m1
[
iℓ − im(R¯)
]
dF (ξ)


= β
(
1 + im(R¯)
)
+ β(1− θ) [id − im(R¯)]
[
F
(
γ
β
(
im(R¯)− id
) −m1
)
− F (−m1)
]
+β(1− θ) [iℓ − im(R¯)]
[
F (−m1)− F
(
−γ
β
(
iℓ − im(R¯)
) −m1
)]
Notice that if im(R¯) = (iℓ + id)/2 then
∂v2(m1,1;M)
∂m1
= β
(
1 + im(R¯)
)
.
Using (7) the expected value of a single L bank holdingM units of reserves before
the shock is
V2(M, 0;M) =
ˆ
∞
−∞
β[(M + ε)(1 + im(R¯))]dG(ε) + β(1−NS)V¯1(0) + βNSV¯1(1),
so that
∂V2(M, 0;M)
∂M
= β(1 + im(R¯))
Using (8) we can write:
v2(m0, 0;M) =
ˆ
∞
−∞
max{Π(m+ ξ)− γ, 0}+ β {(m+ ξ)(1 + i(m+ ξ))} dF (ξ) + v(0).
=
ˆ
∞
−∞
Ie
[
β(m0 + ξ)(1 + im(R¯))− γ
]
+ βIne(m0 + ξ) [1 + i(m0 + ξ)] dF (ξ) + v(0)
where v(0) = max{βv1(0),−κ + NLβv¯1(1) + (1 − NL)βv1(0)} determines the value
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of searching when single. So
∂v2(m0, 0;M)
∂m0
=
ˆ
∞
−∞
Ieβ(1 + im(R¯)) + Ineβ(1 + i(m0 + ξ))dF (ξ)
= β(1 + im(R¯)) +
ˆ
∞
−∞
Ineβ(i(m0 + ξ)− im(R¯))dF (ξ)
= β(1 + im(R¯)) +
ˆ γ
β(im(R¯)−id)
−m0
−γ
β(iℓ−im(R¯))
−m0
β(i(m0 + ξ)− im(R¯))dF (ξ)
= β
(
1 + im(R¯)
)
+ β
[
id − im(R¯)
] [
F
(
γ
β
(
im(R¯)− id
) −m0
)
− F (−m0)
]
+β
[
iℓ − im(R¯)
] [
F (−m0)− F
(
−γ
β
(
iℓ − im(R¯)
) −m0
)]
.
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C Proof of Proposition 6
Proof. Recall that the search strategy of single S banks is given by (13). Using (12),
we have that if NS = NL (i.e., all single S banks search), then NL solves
(1− σ)N2L + σNL − σ = 0
or
N∗L =
−σ +√σ2 + 4(1− σ)σ
2(1− σ) ,
and if NS = 0 (i.e., no S banks search) then NL = 1. That is, if none of the single
S banks search, then all L banks are single. Let
Γ ≡
ˆ
∞
−∞
{
βθ
[
Ie
γ
β
+ Ine
[
iℓ + id
2
− i(ξ)
]
ξ
]}
dF (ξ)
be the expected per-period benefit of a relationship for the S bank when the interbank
market is in the midpoint of the corridor. Then
Lemma 10. If i¯ 6= (iℓ + id)/2 then v1(1) = v1(0) so that NS = 0 and there is no
relationship. When i¯ = (iℓ + id)/2 then either NS = N
∗
L and
v1(1)− v1(0) ≥ 2
β
[
−σ +√σ2 + 4(1− σ)σ]κ
or NS = N¯S and
v1(1)− v1(0) =
[
(1− σ)N¯S + σ
]
σ(1− σ)β κ
where N¯S is implicitly given by
σβ(1− σ)[
(1− σ)N¯S + σ
] Γ[
1− β(1− σ) [1− N¯S(1− θ)]] = κ,
or NS = 0 and NL = 1, and
(1− σ)β [v1(1)− v1(0)] < κ.
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When i¯ 6= (iℓ + id)/2 then v1(1) = v1(0). (13) implies that NS = 0 and there is
no relationship. When i¯ = (iℓ+ id)/2 then proposition (4) implies that m0 = m1 = 0
and v1(n) = v2(0, n; 0). Suppose first NS is interior. Since im(R¯) = i¯ we have
v2(0, 0;M) =
ˆ
∞
−∞
Ie
[
βξ
(
1 +
iℓ + id
2
)
− γ
]
+ βIne [1 + i(ξ)] ξdF (ξ) + v(0)
=
ˆ
∞
−∞
β
(
1 +
iℓ + id
2
)
ξ − β
[
Ie
γ
β
+ Ine
[
iℓ + id
2
− i(ξ)
]
ξ
]
dF (ξ) + v(0)
where v(0) = max{βv1(0),−κ + NLβv¯1(1) + (1 − NL)βv1(0)} determines the value
of searching when single. Also
v2(0, 1;M) =
ˆ
∞
−∞
β
(
1 +
iℓ + id
2
)
ξ − β(1− θ)
[
Ie
γ
β
+ Ine
[
iℓ + id
2
− i(ξ)
]
ξ
]
dF (ξ)
+ βEc [cV] + βv¯1(1).
Therefore
v1(1)− v1(0) = v2(0, 1, 0)− v2(0, 0, 0)
= Γ + βEc [c(1− θ)V] + βv¯1(1)− v(0)
= Γ− βEc [c(1− θ)(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)]]
+βv¯1(1)−max{βv1(0),−κ+NLβv¯1(1) + (1−NL)βv1(0)}
and using v¯1(1) = (1− σ)v1(1) + σv1(0) we obtain,
v1(1)− v1(0) = Γ− βEc [c(1− θ)(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)]]
+min{β(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)], κ+ (1−NL) β(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)]}
= Γ− βEc [c(1− θ)(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)]] + β(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)]
where the last equality follows from the fact that the solution for NS is interior. In
this case, Ec [c] = NS and
v1(1)− v1(0) = Γ
1− β(1− σ) [1−NS(1− θ)] .
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Hence, to find N¯S we need to solve
NLβ(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)] = κ.
Using (12) evaluated at N¯S, we obtain
σ(1− σ)β[
(1− σ)N¯S + σ
] [v1(1)− v1(0)] = κ,
and using v1(1)− v1(0) we obtain
σβ(1− σ)[
(1− σ)N¯S + σ
] Γ[
1− β(1− σ) [1− N¯S(1− θ)]] = κ, (C.1)
which implicitly defines N¯S. Also, since
NL =
σ
(1− σ)NS + σ
we get
N¯Lβ(1− σ)[
1− β(1− σ) [1− N¯S(1− θ)]]Γ = κ,
When all single S banks prefer to search and the solution NS is not interior, then
v1(1)− v1(0) = Γ− βEc [c(1− θ)(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)]]
+κ+ (1−NL)β(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)]
= Γ− βNS(1− θ)(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)]
+κ+ (1−NL)β(1− σ)[v1(1)− v1(0)]
=
Γ + κ
1− β(1− σ) (1−NL −NS(1− θ)) .
This equilibrium exists if and only if
N∗L(1− σ)β
Γ + κ
1 − β(1− σ) (1−N∗L −N∗S(1− θ))
> κ
or
N∗L(1− σ)β
[1− β(1− σ) (1−N∗S(1− θ))]
Γ > κ.
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Finally, if no single banks search (i.e., NS = 0), then
v1(1)− v1(0) = Γ
1− β(1− σ) .
This equilibrium exists if and only if
(1− σ)β
1− β(1− σ)Γ < κ.
It is clear that the parameter space defines three distinct and non-overlapping
but connected regions. In each of these regions the equilibrium is well defined and
unique. So the equilibrium is unique.
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D Proof of Lemma 7
Proof. Relationship benefits
Γ ≡
ˆ
∞
−∞
{
βθ
[
Ie
γ
β
+ Ine
[
iℓ + id
2
− i(ξ)
]
ξ
]}
dF (ξ)
= βθ
[ˆ
∞
Rˆ+
γ
β
+
ˆ Rˆ−
−∞
γ
β
+
ˆ Rˆ+
Rˆ−
[
iℓ + id
2
− i(ξ)
]
ξ
]
dF (ξ)
= βθ
[
γ
β
[
1− F (Rˆ+)
]
+
γ
β
F (Rˆ−) +
ˆ Rˆ+
0
[
iℓ + id
2
− id
]
ξ +
ˆ 0
Rˆ−
[
iℓ + id
2
− iℓ
]
ξ
]
dF (ξ)
= βθ
[
γ
β
[
1− F (Rˆ+)
]
+
γ
β
F (Rˆ−) +
[
iℓ − id
2
](ˆ Rˆ+
0
ξ −
ˆ 0
Rˆ−
ξ
)
dF (ξ)
]
When the variance of the shock ξ increases, S banks will find it profitable to enter
more often. Therefore, more weight is placed on γ/β relative to the other component
of Γ, which is smaller than γ/β. Hence, Γ increases in the variance of the shock ξ.
Also,
1
βθ
dΓ = −γ
β
f(R+)dR+ +
[
iℓ + id
2
− id
]
R+f(R+)dR+
= −γ
β
f(R+)dR+ +
γ
β
[
iℓ − id
2
]
1(
im(R¯)− id
)f(R+)dR+
= −γ
β
[
1−
[
iℓ − id
2
]
1(
im(R¯)− id
)] f(R+)dR+
and
1
βθ
dΓ =
γ
β
f(R−)dR− −
[
iℓ + id
2
− iℓ
]
R−f(R−)dR−
=
γ
β
f(R−)dR− − γ
β
[
iℓ − id
2
]
1(
iℓ − im(R¯)
)f(R−)dR−
=
γ
β
[
1−
[
iℓ − id
2
]
1(
iℓ − im(R¯)
)] f(R−)dR−.
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Hence, assuming that f(x) converges fast enough to zero as x→∞ or −∞,
∂Γ
∂R+
=
{
0 if R¯ ≥ 0
−βθ γ
2β
f(R+)dR+ if R¯ < 0
while
∂Γ
∂R−
=
{
0 if R¯ ≤ 0
βθ γ
2β
f(R−)dR− if R¯ > 0
.
Therefore, if iℓ − id increases, then
∂Γ
∂(iℓ − id)
∣∣∣¯
i=
iℓ+id
2
= βθ (iℓ − id)
(ˆ Rˆ+
0
ξ −
ˆ 0
Rˆ−
ξ
)
dF (ξ) > 0
∂Γ
∂(iℓ − id)
∣∣¯
i=iℓ = −βθ
γ
2β
f(R+)
∂R+
∂(iℓ − id) + βθ (iℓ − id)
(ˆ Rˆ+
0
ξ −
ˆ 0
Rˆ−
ξ
)
dF (ξ) > 0
∂Γ
∂(iℓ − id)
∣∣¯
i=id = βθ
γ
2β
f(R−)
∂R−
∂(iℓ − id) + βθ (iℓ − id)
(ˆ Rˆ+
0
ξ −
ˆ 0
Rˆ−
ξ
)
dF (ξ) > 0.
Hence Γ (measuring the gains from relationships) increases as the corridor size in-
creases. Also
∂Γ
∂γ
∣∣∣¯
i=
iℓ+id
2
= θ
[
1− F (Rˆ+) + F (Rˆ−)
]
> 0
∂Γ
∂(iℓ − id)
∣∣¯
i=iℓ = −βθ
γ
2β
f(R+)
1
β (iℓ − id) + θ
[
1− F
(
γ
β (iℓ − id)
)]
∂Γ
∂(iℓ − id)
∣∣¯
i=id = −βθ
γ
2β
f(R−)
1
β (iℓ − id) + θF
( −γ
β (iℓ − id)
)
and Γ increases with γ if and only if
2 >
γ
β (iℓ − id)
f
(
γ
β(iℓ−id)
)
[
1− F
(
γ
β(iℓ−id)
)] .
Finally N¯S is implicitly given by
σβ(1− σ)[
(1− σ)N¯S + σ
] Γ[
1− β(1− σ) (1− N¯S(1− θ))] = κ.
The LHS is decreasing in NS and increasing in Γ and θ. Hence N¯S is increasing in
iℓ − id, θ, and the variance of the shock ξ, and it is decreasing in κ.
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E Exiting from the floor
In section (5.3), we derive the transition path when the central bank announces at
time T it will exit from the floor at T + 1, and when single S banks strictly prefer
to search. Here we consider the case when single S banks are indifferent between
searching and not for all t ≥ T˜ (for some T˜ ). To solve for the transition path, notice
that
v1(1, t)− v1(0, t) = v2(0, 1, 0, t)− v2(0, 0, 0, t)
= Γ + βEc [c(1− θ)Vt+1] + βv¯1(1, t+ 1)− v(0, t)
= Γ− βEc [c(1− θ)(1− σ)[v1(1, t+ 1)− v1(0, t+ 1)]] + βv¯1(1, t+ 1)
−max{βv1(0, t+ 1),−κ +NL(t)βv¯1(1, t+ 1) + (1−NL(t))βv1(0, t+ 1)}
(again, single banks search at t but only get the benefit at t+1, so what matters is the
number of available L banks at date t) and using v¯1(1, t) = (1−σ)v1(1, t)+ σv1(0, t)
and indifference to search,
v1(1, t)− v1(0, t) (E.1)
= Γ + β(1− σ)[v1(1, t+ 1)− v1(0, t+ 1)] {1− Ec [c(1− θ)]}
The indifference condition gives us
βv1(0, t+ 1) = −κ +NL(t)βv¯1(1, t+ 1) + (1−NL(t))βv1(0, t+ 1)
and using the expression for v¯1(1, t+ 1), we get
v1(1, t+ 1)− v1(0, t+ 1) = κ
β(1− σ)NL(t) .
Replacing this expression in (E.1), as well as Ec[c] = NS(t), we obtain
v1(1, t)− v1(0, t) = Γ + κ
NL(t)
{1−NS(t)(1− θ)} .
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Since we assumed that single banks are always indifferent to searching after date T˜ ,
we also have
v1(1, t)− v1(0, t) = κ
β(1− σ)NL(t− 1) .
Combining the last two equations and rearranging terms, we obtain a first difference
equation
NS(t) =
1
κ(1− θ)
[
ΓNL(t) + κ− κNL(t)
β(1− σ)NL(t− 1)
]
,
and the law of motion for NL(t+ 1) gives us a second,
NL(t + 1) = 1− [(1−NL(t))(1− σ) +NL(t)NS(t)(1− σ)] .
These two difference equations define a second-order difference equation for NL(t):
NL(t+1) = 1− (1−σ)
[
1−NL(t) + NL(t)
κ(1− θ)
[
ΓNL(t) + κ− κNL(t)
β(1− σ)NL(t− 1)
]]
,
from which we obtain the transition path to the new steady state.
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